The key for this evolution has always been the process of 'Thinking out of the box'. In our field of dentistry, with every ticking of clock, there is a new thought, a new invention and a new stepping stone laid for delivering the best. But, the question of this hour is that are we really a part of this process?
We have definitely jumped our frogs out of the conventional well, but then landed and stuck them to a constant place. If we do not explore, we do not progress. And for exploring what is needed is to have a desire to go unconventional. And for this, we also need to modify our mindset and our system.
If we are aware of the constant inventions of newer, better restorative materials, it is time to work beyond amalgam restorations. By this, I mean a change is desired in our teaching system. Research, discussions and reviews will help to build a pool of ideas and at the same time will draw in more enthusiasm.
More importantly, why cannot we ourselves start thinking out of the box!!! What is really stopping us from exploring, why are we not actively involved in research? It is the time we start questioning, and these questions will help us to be part of this evolution process.
If you want a change, be the change. Modify yourself, grab opportunities and change is just at the corner. But, you need to believe in 'JUST DO IT'. Sitting and dreaming creates fiction and not reality. For planting this seed of thought, we have to match with times. Today, the internet is human's best buddy. Use it to connect us with the newest inventions and developments in our fields. There are so many informative lectures, symposiums and conferences conducted -try to be a part of them and get the best out of them.
Challenge yourself every day, choose the path less travelled and this will keep the torch of evolution always shining.
